Soliton CloudSecure WorkspaceTM
Corporate Data, Locked down for Remote Users

Keep Your Network Safe From Attack
Web-based apps are now a common part of many organizations’ IT
strategy—but in practice, web browsers can cause many of the same
headaches as any app, from frequent updates to user identification
issues that result in security issues.

Highlights
Reduced Attack Surface

Soliton offers a way to realize the benefits of web-based apps without
the drawbacks. By containerizing web and cloud applications into a
browser workplace, and then delivering it the same way to every
user, IT can solve user identification issues while enhancing security
and manageability.

Secured container completely
contains desktop-based attacks
• Cache is automatically erased upon
closing the browser; upon
reopening, data is reloaded,
unaffected by malware,
ransomware, etc.
• Data cannot be accessed by other
apps

Solution Overview

Cost Effective

Soliton CloudSecure Workspace works well with any device.
Following an easy sign-in, users can use CloudSecure Workspace as
their default browser without restrictions, and access company data
without the need of the complicated infrastructure that normally
comes with secure access. This makes for a great user experience,
while staying secure.

•

Soliton makes secure access to your enterprise simple and
affordable!

Protect Against Malware, Ransomware and Advanced Attacks.
As networks become increasingly central to business operations, they
become increasingly attractive targets. To protect corporate
networks from cyber attacks, it’s tempting to want to isolate the
network completely. But business doesn’t take place in isolation.
CloudSecure Workspace delivers digital resilience by reducing the
surface area for attack. With CloudSecure Workspace, corporate data
and web applications are accessed through a secured container area.

Prevent Data Leakage. Preventing data leakage is challenging for
many companies. The fast growth of cloud services and BYOD has
increased this risk even further. With CloudSecure Workspace,
corporate web-based applications can be accessed securely without
running the risk of data theft.

•

Eliminates the need to set-up and
configure an expensive VPN or
maintain a complicated
infrastructure
• Delivers the same speed as other
browsers
• Less than 30% total cost of
ownership compared to VDI, RDP,
and VPN solutions
• Includes two-factor authentication
(2FA), single sign-on (SSO) and ID
Federation

Reduced IT Administration
Manage user access to corporate
data via a single point of control
• Patch, deploy and upgrade user
applications with simple web
application settings
• Easily block and/or disable
unauthorized BYOD devices to
prevent data leakage
•

Increase employee productivity and facilitate business mobility
with secure, remote access to corporate apps and data.
CloudSecure Workspace – The
Ideal Solution for Secure Access
to Your Company Data “OnPrem” and “On the Go”
It's impossible to ignore the irony
that enterprise remote access
services – technologies meant to
provide authorized employees and
partners with managed, secure
remote access to corporate
networks and data – have become
one of the most exploited IT
resources in use today.
Insecure or insecurely used remote
access technologies that most
security teams assume pose little
risk in reality offer an abundance of
options for attackers to infiltrate
enterprises.
Soliton CloudSecure Workspace
changes all that.

•

•

Reduce Device Management and
Allow the Use of Private Devices.
CloudSecure Workspace works
on your favorite devices (iOS,
Android, Windows, Mac). Easyto-use and lightning fast speed
makes for a great user
experience while staying secure.

•

Secure Access from Anywhere.
CloudSecure Workspace is ideal
for those needing access to
company data on public WIFI’s,
such as hotels or airports. If a
device is lost, the data is still
secure.

•

Prevent Unauthorized Access.
Certificate-based user and device
authentication prevents access
from unauthorized users and
devices.

•

Lock Down Data. A secure,
virtualized workspace prohibits
cut, paste, copy, print and data
transfer to the local environment
and prohibits the sharing of data
to local area apps.

•

Easy to Implement. Easy to Scale.
The Soliton series of solutions are
notoriously easy to install,
configure and operate.

Capabilities
•

Enable Secure Collaboration.
Enterprises today are
information-intensive
organizations. Managing secure
access to data in the enterprise
itself is a significant challenge,
and that challenge is even more
complex for firms that must
share information with external
partners. CloudSecure
Workspace enables secure
access for partners while
preventing data leakage.

Provide Controlled, Safe Access
for Users. CloudSecure
Workspace offers safe access to
cloud applications by creating
one access route to the
enterprise application.

Our Mission is Your
Success. Over 17,000
enterprises worldwide trust
Soliton for their multi-factor
authentication and wireless
access point needs.
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